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TxDOT CRITICAL FINDING FOLLOW-UP DOCUMENTATION, OFF-SYSTEM 
(03/16)
INSTRUCTIONS:  This form is to be completed in stages over the course of time as updates (inspections, repairs, etc.) occur.  Add additional sheet(s) for comments if necessary.  Include photographs that are reflective of conditions/comments for the current stage of the Critical Finding(CF).  Keep only the most current CF documentation uploaded in the database using the file name DD-CCC-CCCC-SS-SSS_CFFU_YYYY-MM.  As updated information (form, additional comment sheet(s), and photos) is uploaded, delete the outdated file from the database.  If an additional sheet(s) was used to record comments during the CF initial stage, continue recording comments for current, subsequent stages on this same additional sheet(s) and assure that it is kept as part of the file loaded in the database.
 INSPECTION - CRITICAL FINDING IDENTIFIED
E-mail to:   
 CRITICAL FINDING FOLLOW-UP INSPECTION by TxDOT DISTRICT and BRIDGE OWNER PERSONNEL
 CRITICAL FINDING FOLLOW-UP, TEMPORARY REPAIR
Concur with findings:
Note:  Temporary Repairs should be in place no later than 30 days after the date of Critical Finding (CF) reporting.  A temporary repair should not be in place for more than 24 months.  The Bridge Inspection Database SHOULD NOT be updated to reflect temporary repairs; maintain CF(s) condition ratings  until permanent repairs are in place.  If no temporary repairs are in place, circle "no", and skip to and complete the PERMANENT REPAIR Section.
 CRITICAL FINDING FOLLOW-UP, PERMANENT REPAIR
Photos/Repair Plans uploaded in database (check box when temp repairs are completed)
Temporary Repair In Place:
DO NOT DISCLOSE  - INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL UNDER THE TEXAS HOMELAND SECURITY ACT AND 23 USC SECTION 409, SAFETY SENSITIVE INFORMATION.
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